We prove that the multigrid method works with optimal computational order even when the multiple meshes are not nested. When a coarse mesh is not a submesh of the finer one, the coarse-level correction usually does not have the a(-, •) projection property and does amplify the iterative error in some components. Nevertheless, the low-frequency components of the error can still be caught by the coarse-level correction. Since the (amplified) highfrequency errors will be damped out by the fine-level smoothing efficiently, the optimal work order of the standard multigrid method can still be maintained. However, unlike the case of nested meshes, a nonnested multigrid method with one smoothing does not converge in general, no matter whether it is a K-cycle or a W-cyc\t method.
Introduction
Multigrid methods are very attractive because of their optimal order of computation. Many papers have been published studying multigrid methods. We refer to McCormick [10], Hackbusch et al. [6, 8, and 7] for references. Most of them deal with multigrid techniques in conforming finite element methods. Some are for nonconforming and mixed finite element methods (for example, [12, 16, 17, 13, 11, and 3] ). In this paper, we generalize the multigrid method to cases of nonnested meshes and prove the convergence of the algorithm when solving finite element equations which arise from the Galerkin discretizations of second-order elliptic boundary value problems defined on polygonal domains.
In nonnested multigrid methods, a mesh could have quite arbitrary relations with its higher-level and lower-level mesh. Therefore, we require that two consecutive meshes be comparable, i.e., each triangle can be covered by finitely many triangles of its coarser level and of its finer level (cf. (1.6) ), and that the number of unknowns of each level grow geometrically at a rate greater than 2. Under these conditions, we prove that the nonnested multigrid methods are optimal-order algorithms. Our numerical results show that there is almost no difference in convergence rates between nonnested multigrid methods and nested ones if good coarser (finer) meshes have been used.
A motivation for the nonnested multigrid method is its application to 3-D finite element problems defined on tetrahedral meshes. In 2-D, we can subdivide a triangle into four congruent subtriangles by linking the midpoints of its edges. However we cannot usually subdivide a tetrahedron into eight identical subtetrahedra. (There exists only one, of unit size, which can be subdivided into eight identical ones; see [20] ). For example, the subdivision of a regular tetrahedron gives four regular subtetrahedra and four subtetrahedra of another type. Degenerated tetrahedra could be generated in the sequence of refined meshes if inappropriate refinements are used. One way to resolve this problem would be to relax the condition of nested refinement, i.e., to use the nonnested multigrid methods. Another way of resolving the problem would be to choose some suitable methods to obtain a sequence of nested, quasi-uniform meshes. The latter approach was studied by the author in [20] , and it was proved there that at most six different types of tetrahedra can be generated in the successive refinements of any tetrahedron if a special method is used. In this paper, we will treat 2-D nonnested multigrid methods only. The 3-D nonnested multigrid method will be studied in [15] , where a different technique is used to prove convergence.
Besides the interest in 3-D problems, it is worthwhile knowing that the nestedness of meshes is not essential to multigrid methods. Therefore, better (adaptive) fine-level triangulations can be used. The trade-off might be the convergence rate, but not the optimal computational order of the algorithm. We confine ourselves to the case of quasi-uniform meshes in this paper and leave the case of non-quasi-uniform meshes to [23] . We note that our proof here might be used in other cases where the multiple finite element spaces are not naturally nested. For example, the author proved the optimal order of computation of the multigrid methods when applied to Hsieh-Clough-Tocher (macro), and several other C finite element equations (cf. [21] ). The author learned, after finishing this paper, that Bramble, Pasciak, and Xu in [2] , too, proved convergence of the multigrid method on loosely coupled grids, using their framework. However, they considered symmetric multigrid methods, i.e., the number of presmoothing and that of postsmoothing are the same. This paper is organized as follows. In the rest of § 1, definitions and descriptions of nonnested multigrid methods will be given. In §2, some auxiliary results will be proved in preparation of the proofs for the convergence of nonnested multigrid methods and for optimal-order work estimates, which will be given in §3. In §4, we will give some numerical results.
The model problem to be solved is -dxx(axdxxu) -dx2(a2dx2u) + bu = f Vx e Q, m = 0 VX6 9Í2, where a < ax(x), a2(x) < a, 0 < b(x) < b, for some positive constants a, a, b , and ( Here, {3^ , k = 1, 2,...} is a family of triangulations on Í2. We assume that the triangulations {3^} are quasi-uniform:
for any K e !Jk, k = 1, 2, ..., where a0 is a positive constant. Here, hK , q^ , and hk denote, respectively, the diameter of K, the smallest angle of K and the maximum of all diameters of triangles in 3rk . K is understood to be a closed triangle in this paper. We do not assume the nestedness of meshes, i.e., we can have 3rk_, £ !Tk . But we assume that EFk can be finitely covered by STk_x andby^+1:
sup {cardinality^' e 3rk_x \ K' n K ¿ 0})} < ß0, k = 2, 3, ... ,
KeT.
(1-6) sup {cardinality^/: e& . \ K nK ¿0})} < ß0, k= 1,2, ... , K€Tk and we also assume that (1.7) axNk<Nk+x, a~lhk<hk+i<a2hk, k=l,2,..., for some constants a, > 2 and a2 > 1 , where Nk = dim(Fí.) ~ hk . For nested meshes, ß0 = 4 in (1.6), and a, ~ 4, a2 ~ 2 in (1.7). As usual, we define the energy norm by |||u||| = \Ja(u, u) Vu e H (Í2), which is equivalent to the H Sobolev norm in H0 (Ci). Further, in the finitedimensional space (Vk, (•,•)), the bilinear form a(-, •) defines a linear, symmetric and positive definite operator Ak : a(v , w) = (v , Akw) Vv , w e Vk . Then we can define the following discrete norms on Vk :
We note that |||f|||s k is, generally speaking, defined only for v € Vk if s 0 ,1, while HMII,.* = IIMII, lllwlllo.* = MlHq) weHr){a). In particular, Iku can be taken as the Sku if u is continuous (cf. [14] and the proof of Proposition 2.2). Here, Ik is the standard nodal value interpolator:
where yVk is the set of nodal points corresponding to the triangulation 3~k and \pk ¡(x) is the nodal basis (hat) function at the node ni of the triangulation 3~k . We assume the following elliptic regularity for (
To finish this section, we define the multigrid schemes for solving (1.3). The multigrid method has two iterative processes (cf. [1] ). The overall process involves solving (1.3) sequentially for k -1, 2,... to get ük ~ uk . To solve ( 1.3) on each level, k , we take the approximate solution of the (k-l )st level to be the initial guess and then we use the second, recursive process several times to get ük . The second process involves solving more general problems: Find uk e Vk such that 
(2) For k > 1 , a final guess wm+x will be generated from an initial guess w0 as follows, m steps of the so-called Jacobi-like smoothing iterations will be performed first:
Vv eVk, 1=1,2,..., m.
To define wm+x, we need to construct a coarse-level residual problem: Find ë eVk_x, such that
where Ik is defined in (1.11) . Let e e Vk_x be the approximation of ë obtained by applying p iterations of the ( k -1 )st-level scheme to the residual equation ( 
Some auxiliary results
In this section, we will show some approximation properties of the nodal value interpolation operator Ik when it transforms functions of Vk_x to the finer-level space Vk . We then study the perturbation effects of the Ik in the coarse-level residual problem (1.16). Proof. Let K be a triangle of 3^ and SK be the union of all triangles in 3^_, which intersect K :^ = U^'e^-i \K'riK¿0}.
There can be no more than ß0 triangles in SK , where ß0 is defined in (1.6).
Noting that w -Ikv is linear on K, we have that we can draw a triangle K0 , having n\ and n2 as its two vertices, such that its area is greater than C(distance(«,, n2)) and that K0cKnK' or ^"c^nÄ"'.
Noting that both v and w are linear on K0 , we obtain
Summing (2.2) over 3^, we obtain by (1. A different proof for Lemma 2.1 is originally given in [19] , where an assumption, dominances of meshes, stronger than (1.6), is used. However, a stronger version of (2.2) is obtained: Proof. The estimates (2.4) and (2.5) (only (2.5) is needed later) may be considered as being well known (cf. [2] ), but we do still give a proof here since we cannot find any good reference. (2.4) could be proved directly (see [19] ). But we use a result of the author in [22] , which is generalized later by R. Scott and the author in [14] . We define a locally averaging Lagrange interpolation operator Sk (cf. (2.13) in [14] ), Jk; H¡(Cl) -» Vk. Here, if anode n¡ eJ^ndQ, the averaging is taken on a boundary edge of 3k_x ; if a node nj e JVkÇ\Çl, supposing n¡e K1 for some K1 e 3rk_x, we choose, inside K', the longest line segment among all containing nl for the averaging to obtain the nodal interpolating value at ni. Since the averagings are taken on line segments of length Noting that Ikv ^^kv Vv e Vk_x , the proposition is proved. D
To conclude this section, we prove a lemma concerning the difference between two coarse-level residual problems, (1.16) and (1.18). In this section, the main theorems of the paper, the convergence and the optimal computational order of the nonnested mesh multigrid methods, will be proved. The method is based on the principle of mathematical induction. The proof follows the ideas in the proof of Theorem 1 of Bank and Dupont [1] . License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
For the first term on the right-hand side of (3.4), using the a(-, -)-projection property of Pk _, , we have W\em -Pk-Xem\W2 = a(em ~ Pk-\em > eJ = a^m ~ PkPk-^m • O (3) (4) (5) <llkm-A^-l^llll-a,JHemllll+«,fcWe note that due to nonnestedness the Schwarz inequality cannot be used directly to a(e -Pk_xem , e ). We then use a duality argument with (1.12) and (1. <C^llkm-^-l*mlHBy (3.6) and (3.3), we get from (3.5) that
The second term on the right-hand side of (3.4) has been estimated in Lemma 2.3. By (3.3), it follows that (3.8) \\\Pk_xem -Qk_xeJ\\ < CA°|||*J||1+0it < Cm-a/2\\\e0\\\. By (3.7), (3.8), and (3.3), the estimate (3.4) becomes (3.9) \\K+l\\\<(Cm-a/2 + y0yp)\\\e0\\\.
To complete the proof , we can choose 0 < y < 1 small enough such that yPy0 < y/2, since we have p > 1 . And then we can let m be large enough such that Cm~]/2 < y/2 . We can see that the choices of y and m are independent of the level number k, since C and yQ are independent of k. Using these bounds in (3.9), the assertion (3.2) follows. D Here, ûk is obtained by doing r "modified kth-level scheme I" defined by ( 1.14), (g) or \/[nf/2 + 2] (h). We computed the spectral radii of the two-level nonnested multigrid iterative operators and plotted them in Figure 1 . For detailed descriptions and data, we refer the reader to [19] . In the left graph, (al-hl) denote the contractive radii of the method of one smoothing with one exact coarse-level correction on meshes (a-h). We can see that the rates of (al), (gl) and (hi) are better than the rate in the case of nested meshes (bl). In fact, in (a), (g), and (h), there are more grid points on the coarse level. On the other hand, (dl) in the right graph shows that one smoothing nonnested multigrid methods do not converge in general (see [9] for the case of nested-meshes). However, as predicted by our theorem, (d8), in the right graph, with eight smoothings, converges.
The instability of the coarse-level correction in the nonnested multigrid method (dl) is caused by the perturbation of the Ik in (1.16) and (1. where C(y0) could be larger than one. But, when the meshes are nested, we have the a(-, •) projection property for the coarse-level correction: llk«+illl = Ilk* -^-i'JII ¡s llalliThis instability could be reduced somewhat by modifying (1.17) to wm+x = wm+plke with small p . The (dl*) in the right graph is the radius for p -0.25 . However, small p would reduce the rate of convergence of the iteration. In the right graph, we also plot the radii for eight smoothings (J8), and for the case of nested-meshes with eight smoothings (b8). Although the rates for (a), (g) and (h) are better than those in the case of nested meshes (b) and (f), we do not suggest using larger coarse-level spaces. There are two reasons for this. One is that fine coarse-meshes could cost more computations. The other is that unnecessarily fine coarse-meshes could cause Ik to be very degenerate ( Ikv = 0 for some 0±v e Vk_x), which might make some effort of computing (1.16) worthless and might also increase the instability (the ß0 in (1.6) increases).
Finally, we note that in implementation of multigrid methods, no matter whether the meshes are nested or not, the codes are the "same", since the Ik is needed to transform the internal representations of coarse-level functions to the internal representations of them as fine-level functions in the case of nested meshes, too.
